2017 Summer Note
MSO Members,
The first part of summer is nearly gone and MSO is working to bring you new benefits. We are
getting very close at having a couple of online courses that will be available through NOWRA.
NOWRA has gone to the expense of purchasing a platform to host these classes and state
affiliates, our organization, get to use the platform to host classes. Stay tuned to your email or
you will get a letter in the mail when these are officially up and running. It will be a great benefit
for you to gain a few CEUs without travel expense.
Safety is a critical issue in our industry. There is an article reprinted from the Onsite Installer in
our newsletter about trenching safety. We are also looking at having some trench safety
presentations at the 2018 MSO Conference. Let’s keep our safety in mind so we can all go
home to our families.
We encourage you to attend the 2017 Onsite Mega-Conference put on by NOWRA in October.
This is a great opportunity to network with people from across the nation and learn much about
similar challenges in the industry. There will be three great field trips to choose from. Don’t miss
out on this opportunity in Dover, Delaware.
There are more continuing education classes scheduled for you to gain your CEUs. Be sure to
attend these courses when they are close to your location. You can always see the list of
complete classes on our website.
Stay safe but busy this summer.
Best regards,
Michael Bowers
President of MSO

Included in this issue:
 Trenching Deaths Double in 2016
 NOWRA Updates: Legislative Fly-In Report and 2017 Mega-Conference
 How to Pick a Soil Loading Rate
 Upcoming MSO Seminars
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Welcome to our Business Partner Program Supporters.

Thank you for supporting MSO’s goals and our organization throughout the year.
Diamond Business Partner Program
Webtrol
SI Precast
Platinum Business Partner Program
TG Rankin Company
Infiltrator Systems
Stewart Concrete
Gold Business Partner Program
Missouri Water and Wastewater Products
Netafim USA
Jet, Inc.
Geoflow
Residential Sewage Treatment Company
Allied Concrete Products
Wieser Concrete
Flo-Systems Inc.
Missouri 1-Call
If you are interested in being a part of our Business Partner Program check out the program on our
website for more information.

Interested in making your company a Business Partner?
We appreciate all of our BPP members. This program enables you and your company to purchase
exhibit space, newsletter advertising and your MSO membership all in one stop.
As a BPP, your company logo and link to your website will be on the MSO website. You have a
certain number of membership slots to whom you can assign anyone. Our newsletter reaches over
350 people quarterly and the list is growing. We send out newsletter via email and mail to some
patrons.
We have varying levels of sponsorships based on your need. You should check out our BPP webpage
for the full details.
If you would like a copy of the brochure with prices and details, you may always contact Tammy
Trantham at contact@mosmallflows.org.
Let us help you get your company name out to our membership and more. Thank you for supporting
Missouri Smallflows.
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Note: This article is reprinted from Onsite Installer May 2017 edition.

Trenching Deaths Double in 2016
By Doug Day
Federal officials warn incidents show ‘an alarming and unacceptable trend that must be halted’
Never again” he wrote on his Facebook page after a trench in which he was working collapsed in
May. A month later, he was dead — killed in another trench cave-in.
He was one of at least 23 workers who died in U.S. trenching mishaps in 2016, compared to just
11 in each of 2014 and 2015. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration released the
troubling statistic last November with six weeks left in the calendar year. “There is no excuse,”
says Dr. David Michaels, OSHA’s assistant secretary of labor. “These fatalities are completely preventable by complying with OSHA standards that every construction contractor should know.”
According to local media reports, the 33-year-old victim in Ohio posted “Never again ain’t worth it”
on his Facebook page after the first incident May 10, 2016. On June 15, he was killed when a sewer line trench that collapsed earlier the same day gave way again. Despite the history of instability,
no cave-in protection was provided. OSHA issued the company two willful and two serious safety
violations with a proposed penalty of $274,359.
The citations state that the 60-foot-long by 12-foot-deep trench had no protection against cave-in,
the walls were not property sloped, shored, benched or protected against collapse, and spoils had
been placed within 2 feet of the trench. After the trench had collapsed earlier, workers were sent
back in to dig out the caved-in soil from the trench. It later collapsed again, trapping the victim under 8 feet of dirt. His body was not recovered until several hours later.
Michaels calls the number of deaths “an alarming and unacceptable trend that must be halted.”
The dramatic increase in deaths comes as OSHA has a national emphasis program directed at
trenching and excavation,
which it lists as one of the
most hazardous operations
in the construction industry.
“It is truly sad that so many
trench collapse fatalities
are still occurring despite
availability of a wide variety
of shoring systems and
trench boxes,” says Tony
Simunac, sales manager
for Pronal-USA, which
manufactures and sells the
SmartShore inflatable
trench shoring system.
“The easier the system is
to use, the more likely the
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crews will use it.”
Rules are clear: OSHA’s Trenching and Excavation Safety fact sheet summarizes the requirements
for trenching operations:
Protect yourself
Do not enter an unprotected trench! Trenches 5 feet deep or greater require a protective system unless the excavation is made entirely in stable rock. Trenches 20 feet deep or greater require that the
protective system be designed by a registered professional engineer or be based on tabulated data
prepared and/or approved by a registered professional engineer.
Protective systems
There are different types of protective systems. Sloping involves cutting back the trench wall at an
angle inclined away from the excavation. Shoring requires installing aluminum hydraulic or other
types of supports to prevent soil movement and cave-ins. Shielding protects workers by using trench
boxes or other types of supports to prevent soil cave-ins. Designing a protective system can be complex because you must consider many factors: soil classification, depth of cut, water content of soil,
changes due to weather or climate, surcharge loads (spoil, other materials to be used in the trench)
and other operations in the vicinity.
Competent person
OSHA standards require that trenches be inspected daily and as conditions change by a competent
person prior to worker entry to ensure elimination of excavation hazards. A competent person is an
individual who is capable of identifying existing and predictable hazards or working conditions that
are hazardous, unsanitary or dangerous to employees, and who is authorized to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate or control these hazards and conditions.
Access and egress
OSHA requires safe access and egress to all excavations, including ladders, steps, ramps or other
safe means of exit for employees working in trench excavations 4 feet or deeper. These devices
must be located within 25 feet of all workers.
General trenching and excavation rules
Subscribe: If you don't want to bring your iPad into the bathroom, we can send you a magazine subscription for free!
Keep heavy equipment away from trench edges
Keep surcharge loads at least 2 feet from trench edges
Know where underground utilities are located
Test for low oxygen, hazardous fumes and toxic gases
Inspect trenches at the start of each shift
Inspect trenches following a rainstorm
Do not work under raised loads
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Manufacturers of
STEPS-SEPTIC TANKS
PARKING CURBS-SPLASH BLOCKS-GREASE INTERCEPTORS
AIR CONDITIONER BASES-PRECAST CONSTRUCTION ITEMS
CONCRETE FENCE

12800 2nd Street
PO Box 248
Grandview, MO 640300248
Phone: 816-966-8885
Fax: 816-966-8778
Email: info@residentialsewage.com
Website: www.residentialsewage.com

We specialize in sales, design, and
service of alternative onsite
wastewater products.
Distributing quality products from
these manufacturers and more!
Norweco, Inc.
Allied Concrete Products
Infiltrator Water Technologies
Liberty Pumps
Geoflow, Inc.
SJE Rhombus
GAG Sim-Tech
K-Rain

Call Brandi or Sarah today for a quote!

816-966-8885
Like us on Face-

Your alternative wastewater specialist!
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Update from NOWRA

The National Onsite Wastewater Recycling Association (NOWRA) is the onsite wastewater
industry’s largest national organization. Founded in 1992, NOWRA focuses its efforts in four
areas: 1.) Representing the industry’s interests in Washington, DC, both on Capitol Hill and with
federal agencies; 2.) Educating homeowners and communities about the benefits of onsite and
decentralized infrastructure and the need to manage it properly; 3.) Raising the level of
professionalism in the industry through education and training; and 4.) improving standards of
practice.
In 2017 NOWRA has been, and will continue to be, involved in a number of activities and events
which are intended to have a positive impact on our industry. Here is an update on the
Washington DC “Legislative Fly-In”.
On May 2 & 3 approximately two dozen NOWRA board members and other industry
professionals from all over the country travelled to Washington DC for what was promoted as the
“Legislative Fly-In”. The Fly-In provided onsite industry professionals with several opportunities to
rub elbows with a number of members of the United States Senate and the House of
Representatives.
Face-to-face time with our elected officials at any level is invaluable, and NOWRA’s national
lobbying firm (which is located in DC) ensured that the attendees representing our industry had
ample opportunity to make their concerns and hopes known NOWRA representatives held
roughly 50 meetings. Most of them were with members of the House and Senate, including many
with members of the four committees which regulate and provide funding for water and
wastewater: the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, the Senate Environment
and Public Works Committee, and both the House and Senate Appropriations Committees.
Several Fly-in attendees also participated in meetings with EPA’s Office of Wastewater, USDA’s
Rural Utilities Service(RUS), and the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (they
coordinate the President’s environmental policy across all federal agencies).
NOWRA had several goals for its congressional visits:
1. Get Congress to restore funding in the government’s 2018 budget which support our
industry. While our industry does not get nearly enough funding relative to our needs, the
President’s budget eliminated the two primary sources of funding that we do receive –Section
319 funding from EPA’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund and water and sewer funding
contained in USDA’s Rural Utilities Service budget. Most offices visited by members were very
supportive of restoring funding for these two important programs.
2. Ask US House Members to join the Decentralized Wastewater Recycling Caucus. Late
last summer, NOWRA was successful in establishing this Caucus as an official body of the US
House of Representatives. While a Caucus is really just a group of Representatives who
support our industry and its goals, it ensures that we have people we can approach who can
introduce legislation, hold hearings, get answers from federal regulators, etc. Several offices
committed to joining the Caucus during our visits.
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3. Support NOWRA’s proposed legislation which requires EPA to report to Congress on the
successes and obstacles it faces funding decentralized wastewater treatment, and requires
small communities to self-certify that they have considered all wastewater treatment options
before making a decision about treatment.
Why is it important for NOWRA to represent our industry in Washington? In a word, fairness.
Although Onsite/Decentralized wastewater treatment systems serve 85 million Americans –25% of
the country and 30% of new construction – the industry is virtually ignored when it comes to helping
to fix the infrastructure issues that confront us. Since 1990, Congress and the EPA have given
states more than 100 billion dollars in grants and loans to address wastewater treatment issues,
and that 99.7% of this money has been directed to centralized (big pipe) sewage collection and
treatment systems? Unless our industry educates Washington about this fundamentally unfair
situation, it is unlikely to change.
Attendees at the Fly-In were focused on this subject when speaking with the legislators that
participated. The Fly-In was considered to be a great success by those who attended.

NOWRA To Co-Publish International Private Sewage Disposal Code With ICC

The International Code Council and NOWRA recently announced an agreement to co-publish the
International Private Sewage Disposal Code (IPSDC). The IPSDC addresses the best practices
and technologies to ensure the safety and welfare of communities, individuals, and businesses that
utilize their own onsite wastewater solutions. The code is currently adopted within 17 states and by
102 jurisdictions, the U.S. territories of Guam and Puerto Rico, as well as in Abu Dhabi.
Through leveraging the combined expertise of ICC’s and NOWRA’s memberships, the collaborative
effort on the IPSDC will facilitate the use of the latest science-based best practices and innovative
technologies in safely handling onsite, decentralized wastewater, thereby reducing customers’
costs. The IPSDC addresses inconsistencies within many regulations that dictate how
decentralized systems can be designed, installed, and operated.
“Decentralized solutions are not only acceptable but, in many cases, the preferable means for
effectively and efficiently handling wastewater,” explained ICC Board of Directors President M.
Dwayne Garriss. “These systems can sustainably serve single homes, neighborhoods, and entire
communities, including commercial and industrial facilities.”
“NOWRA is pleased to collaborate with ICC on development of the next version of the International
Private IPSDC,” said Jim Bell, NOWRA Board of Directors President. “This agreement will help
local and state jurisdictions ensure that their own regulations encompass the greatest advances in
the science and technology of onsite and decentralized wastewater treatment. We believe the
IPSDC will speed up technology transfer and lower costs to the consumer by encouraging
modernization and greater regulatory consistency between regulations at both the local and state
levels.”
The code development cycle for the 2018 IPSDC is complete and the latest issue will be available
through the ICC and NOWRA websites in 2017. The 2021 ISPDC code development cycle will be
the first where NOWRA members will be collaborators on the code. Communities looking for more
information to adopt the IPSDC can contact Sara Yerkes, ICC Senior Vice President of Government
Relations, at 1-888-ICC-SAFE (422-7233), ext. 6247 or by email at syerkes@iccsafe.org
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2017 Onsite Wastewater MegaConference
October 22-25, 2017
Dover Downs Hotel and Casino,
Dover, DE
The 2017 Onsite Wastewater Mega-Conference is hosted by NOWRA and NAWT, with three state
associations as co-hosts: DOWRA (Delaware), MOWPA (Maryland), and POWRA-PA (Pennsylvania).
Attend this Conference for the Value—Networking, Education Onsite wastewater industry professionals—
contractors, engineers, designers, regulators, and educators—will benefit from attending this conference.
“The great value of the conference is in the networking,” said Mega-Conference committee chair Tammy
Trantham, Missouri Small Flows Association. “This is the place to bounce ideas off each other and to get
together and look at solutions. Why reinvent the wheel if someone else has worked through the same
obstacle,” Trantham said.
Among issues to be discussed, the conference will examine nutrient management and removal, an especially
critical issue on the East Coast said Trantham.
Many places along the East Coast have nutrient management and removal programs that other locations can
emulate, Trantham said. Conference participants will be able to return home with solutions in mind for their
own back yards.
Brian Carbaugh is president of the Delaware Onsite Wastewater Recycling Association (DOWRA), one of the
state affiliates co-hosting the 2017 conference. “We are happy to be here and to co-host the conference.” To
do their jobs, onsite professionals must understand all aspects of nutrient management, including basic
scientific principles, Carbaugh said. Attending the Mega-Conference is one-stop learning.
Meet Your Continuing Education Requirements
In most states, the conference curriculum will qualify for credit hours in licensing or professional certification
programs. Attendees will learn from these opportunities:
• General Session featuring nationally-known speakers with a bird’s eye view of industry issues
• Multiple tracks in concurrent sessions, covering new technologies, regulatory and policy developments, case
studies, and topics of importance to professionals working in Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania
• Field trips illustrating models worthy of emulation
• An expansive expo hall for those looking for technologies and services
• Social events for networking.
Location Enhances Value of Attending
“We have good, active state affiliates represented and are sure to have good conversations of value to
attendees. You can never learn too much,” Trantham said. “We expect a good turnout.”
“This is the first time the conference has been held in the Northeast in several years. I urge members to take
advantage of the location,” Carbaugh said. “It’s conveniently located to several states. We look forward to
being part of the cooperative programs.”
Delaware was an early adopter of some systems being used for onsite wastewater technology today.
“Delaware has done a little bit of everything in wastewater treatment,” Carbaugh said, “so attendees can talk
with counterparts from the Mid-Atlantic and learn about the region’s systems and technologies.”

The NOWRA Conference Registration will be open soon. Check the NOWRA website to sign up
early and take advantage of the early bird pricing.
www.nowra.org
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Note: This article was reprinted from Onsite Installer from May 29, 2017.

How to Pick a Soil Loading Rate by Sara Heger, Ph.D.
For any given site, the soil loading rate is a function of the soil texture, structure and consistence; wastewater
characteristics; and site characteristics. Permeability is related to all the soil characteristics. The SLR is the
variable that quantifies the area needed to both accept and treat
effluent. In general, finer-textured soils cannot accept as much
effluent as coarser-textured soils, but on the other hand, finer soil is
more effective in treatment. Soils with better-developed structure can
accept more effluent than massive or weak grade structured soils.
Soil characteristics
The goal is to design a soil treatment area that can provide the
needed treatment and acceptance of the effluent from the septic tank
or other advanced treatment system. The shallower and narrower we
design and install the system, the more oxygen will be available.
In addition, sites with more separation before a water table will have
increased oxygen availability. An STA with even distribution and a
rest cycle (pump or siphon) will also allow the soil to re-aerate between doses.
The loading rates found in most state or local codes assume that the soil is “original.” Original soil means
naturally occurring soil that has not been cut, filled, moved, smeared, compacted, altered or manipulated to the
degree that the key soil properties have been impacted. The following is a discussion of the key soil and
wastewater characteristics that affect STA design.
1. Soil texture is the quantity of various inorganic particle sizes present. The inorganic particles are grouped
together into sand-, silt- and clay-sized particles. Soil texture influences how fast water moves into and
through the soil. A soil texture analysis is required to estimate the size of the STA and is typically done with
the “feel method.” Coarser-textured soils are the right size for treatment of septic tank effluent while finetextured soils are sized for hydraulic acceptance.
2. Soil structure refers to the arrangement of soil separates into units
called soil aggregates, consisting of solids and pore space. Natural soil
structures are formed by wetting and drying, freezing and thawing,
microbial activity that aids in the decay of organic matter, activity of roots
and soil animals, and adsorbed cations. Good soil structure shape and
grade will provide for more rapid acceptance of septic tank effluent and
require less area.
3. Soil consistence is the degree of cohesion and adhesion or resistance to
deformation upon rupture of a given soil. In the field, resistance of the
soil structure to rupture is used to determine consistence. The level of
cementing of the soil has an influence on movement of liquids through
soil. In coarse-textured soils, cementation is less desirable because
liquids can move readily in these porous conditions. With a fine-textured
soil, a moderate level of cementation results in optimal soil conditions for
liquid movement.
The soil texture, structure and consistence are best described by a soil pit
or other method, as long as undisturbed structure can be observed. Several
soil observations are commonly conducted across the proposed area to
adequately assess soil variations. The depth of excavation is to the depth of
the periodically saturated layer, bedrock or other limiting condition, or
typically 2 to 4 feet below the proposed depth of the system.
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4. Permeability is the rate of water movement through a saturated soil in inches per hour. The percolation
test measures only the rate of the drop of water in a test hole of a specific diameter and does not
measure the rate of movement of water through the soil. However, the relative values obtained by the
percolation test will give some idea of the ability of soil to transmit water. A very slow permeability also
indicates that a soil is relatively high in fine material such as silt and clay, and thus may need extreme
care during the installation of the STA. Slowly permeable layers occur in soils due to many geologic or
soil-forming events. They may be layers cemented by translocation and deposition of iron, calcium or
clay. Dense layers can be formed by the weight of glacial ice over soil parent material or by heavy
construction equipment. There are other hydraulic tests that can be conducted, such as a constant head
permeameter (the Amoozemeter is one type). Percolation tests are also useful in providing a better
understanding of site impacts (e.g. compaction, fill, etc.). The percolation rates should be compared to
the soil texture to verify the SLR. The most conservative SLR (largest number) should be used from the
combination of both techniques.
5. The linear or contour loading rate is the potential horizontal and vertical flow pattern in the soil. On many
sites all the effluent does not travel straight down, but travels laterally. Lower CLRs should be chosen for
fine-textured soils or near surface soil; limiting conditions exist. Typical CLRs range from 2 to 12 gallons
per foot. The 2-gallon per foot minimum accounts for nearly all-horizontal flow of effluent. This minimum
should be used for a system limited by impermeable bedrock or very heavy clay soils, or in any situation
where horizontal movement of contaminants is a concern. The 12-gallon per foot loading rate (the
maximum) would be used when water moves down through the soil much faster than it moves sideways,
as in a sandy soil profile. Design values should be somewhere between these two. For a “typical” soil
horizon made up of a variety of soil textures, a CLR of 4 to 12 gallons per foot is typically used. Using the
soil texture, structure and percolation rate, if available, a CLR should be chosen based on the most
limiting condition. Sites with steep slopes may also want to consider lower CLRs, as horizontal
movement is more likely.
Wastewater characteristics
If the sewage is from domestic sources, such as dwellings, the hydraulic soil loading found in your local code
will be used for septic tank effluent. Some codes allow for a reduction in the area required following a
secondary pretreatment system. However, with commercial properties you will need to consider the organic
loading rate. This can be done by installing a pretreatment system to reduce the effluent to the STA down to
domestic-strength levels, or size the system using organic loading rates.
About the author
Sara Heger, Ph.D., is an engineer, researcher and instructor in the Onsite Sewage Treatment Program in the
Water Resources Center at the University of Minnesota. She presents at many local and national training
events regarding the design, installation and management of septic systems and related research. Heger is
education chair of the Minnesota Onsite Wastewater Association (MOWA) and the National Onsite
Wastewater Recycling Association (NOWRA), and serves on the NSF International Committee on
Wastewater Treatment Systems.
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Newsletter Update
In an effort to keep our costs lower, we offer our newsletter via email to many
of our members. If you receive our newsletter by mail and would like to switch
to email only, please contact our office.
Email: contact@mosmallflows.org
Phone: 417-631-4027
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Upcoming MSO Seminars
MSO provides educational training for your continuing education requirement. Our classes are
approved by the Missouri DHSS, St. Louis County, Jefferson County, and Missouri Department of
Natural Resources. We hope that you can attend our in-person classes where we promote learning
through class discussion, review of onsite system components, and learning about new
technologies.
Here are the classes that are scheduled. You may always see our up-to-date list on our website
under the Continuing Education Classes link.
August 29, 2017
Drip Irrigation
Location: Springfield, Missouri DNR
Member price: $100
Non-member price: $150
August 30, 2017
Wastewater Pathogens
Location: Springfield, Missouri DNR
Member price: $95
Non-member price: $145
September 19, 2017
Media Filters
Location: Camdenton, Mid-County Fire Department
Member price: $100
Non-member price: $150
September 20, 2017
Wastewater Pathogens
Location: Camdenton, Mid-County Fire Department
Member price: $95
Non-member price: $145
October 3, 2017
Selling the System to Fit the Site
Location: Poplar Bluff, Chamber of Commerce
Member price: $100
Non-member price: $150
October 4, 2017
Wastewater Pathogens
Location: Poplar Bluff, Chamber of Commerce
Member price: $95
Non-member price: $150
October 19 & 20, 2017
High Strength Waste (2-Day Course)
Location: Plumbing Industry Council
Member price: $270; Non-member price: $370
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2017 MSO Continuing Education Seminars
Registration Form
First Name:

Last Name:

Email:

Street Address:

City:

State:

Office Phone:

Cell Phone:

ZIP:

FAX:

Missouri DHSS License Numbers
Installer: Adv or Basic

Inspector:

OSE:

Perc. Tester:

Seminar Registration Guidelines (see complete guidelines on website):
 Registrant is required to notify the Executive Director as early as possible of a cancellation
 Refund policy as follows (full refund policy available online):
 Cancellation received more than 7 days prior to seminar, full refund
 Cancellation received between 2-7 days prior to seminar, 50% refund
 Cancellation received less than 2 days prior to seminar, Registrant forfeits class fee

□ MSO Annual Membership $95 (includes annual membership to NOWRA)
□ August 29, 2017 (Springfield) $100 Member or $150 Non-member
□ August 20, 2017 (Springfield) $95 Member or $145 Non-member
□ September 19, 2017 (Camdenton) $100 Member or $150 Non-member
□ September 20, 2017 (Camdenton) $95 Member or $145 Non-member
□ October 3, 2017 (Poplar Bluff) $100 member or $150 Non-member
□ October 4, 2017 (Poplar Bluff) $95 member or $150 non-member
□ October 19 & 20, 2017 (Maryland Heights) $270 Member or $370 Non-member

Send registration form and check at least
2 weeks prior to your class; mail or fax
credit card payment to:

Missouri Smallflows Organization
2733 E. Battlefield #132
Springfield, MO 65804-3981
Phone: (417) 631-4027
Fax: 1-800-340-7001
Email: contact@mosmallflows.org

Add a $5 convenience fee for all credit card payments
□ Check here if card billing address same as above
Card #:
____________________________________________
Exp: ___/____ CVV: ________
Name on Card: ____________________________________
Card Billing Street Address: _________________________
Card Billing ZIP code: _______________________
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Missouri Smallflows Organization
2733 E Battlefield #132
Springfield, MO 65804

Missouri Smallflows office contact information:
Phone: 417-631-4027
Fax: 1-800-340-7001
Email:
contact@mosmallflows.org

Missouri Smallflows Organization
Officers
President: Michael Bowers, (417) 868-4147
Vice-Pres.: Sean Bauer, (573) 280-4130
Treasurer: Joe Kostelac, (816) 560-6010
Secretary: Melissa Bettes, (417) 836-8878
Exec. Dir.: Tammy Trantham (417) 631-4027

Board Members
Rick Helms, 417-335-9263
Ken Kramer, (573) 243-5488
Eric Folks, (573) 751-6095
Paul Ganey, (636) 274-4589
Tom DeWitt, (417) 882-8542
Jason Jones, All Clear Pumping
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